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The majority of internal gravity wave energy in the ocean is produced

by tidal flow over bottom topography. Regions of critical topography, where

the topographic slope is equal to the slope of the internal gravity waves, is often

believed to contribute most significantly to the radiated internal gravity wave

power. Here, we present 2D computational studies of internal gravity wave

generation by tidal flow over several types of topographic ridges. We vary the

criticality parameter ε, which is the ratio of the topographic slope to the wave

beam slope, by independently changing the tidal frequency, stratification and

topographic slope, which allows to study subcritical (ε < 1), critical (ε = 1),

and supercritical (ε > 1) topography. This parameter variation allows us to

explore a large range of criticality parameter, namely 0.1 < ε < 10, as well

as beam slope S, 0.05 < S < 10. As in prior work [Zhang et al., Phys. Rev.

Lett. (2008)], we observe resonant boundary currents for ε = 1. However, we

find that the normalized radiated power monotonically increases with internal
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wave beam slope. We show that an appropriate normalization condition leads

to a universal scaling of the radiated power that is proportional to the inverse

of the beam slope 1/S and the tidal intensity Itide, except near ε = 1 where

the behavior undergoes a transition. We characterize this transition and the

overall scaling with the criticality parameter f(ε), which is weak compared to

the scalings mentioned before and only varies by a factor of two over the entire

range of criticality parameter that we explored. Our results therefore suggest

that estimates of the ocean energy budget must account for the strong scaling

with the local beam slope, which dominates the conversion of tidal motions to

internal wave energy.

Thus we argue that detailed characterization of the stratification in the ocean

is more important for global ocean models than high-resolution bathymetry to

determine the criticality parameter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Internal gravity waves in the ocean

Internal gravity waves are a special class of waves that propagate in the

bulk of a fluid. They can only exist in fluids that are stably density stratified,

meaning that the density monotonically and continuously increases with in-

creasing depth. If we vertically displace a fluid parcel in such a system, it will

feel a downward force for upward displacement and an upward force for down-

ward displacement because of buoyancy forces acting on the parcel. The fluid

parcel will be surrounded by less dense and denser fluid respectively resulting

in an oscillation with a natural frequency N about the original position. This

force that drives the fluid parcel towards its equilibrium position is the restor-

ing force that governs the propagation of internal gravity waves.

As a product of inertia effects and the mentioned restoring force internal grav-

ity waves, or short internal waves, get generated if fluid parcels are forced to

follow a periodic vertical motion of fixed frequency ω. Once generated internal

waves propagate with a slope S:

±S =
ω√

N2 − ω2
(1.1)
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Equation (1.1) is one expression for the dispersion relation of internal waves.

Internal waves can propagate in four different directions going either left or

right on a positive (+S) or negative (−S) slope. Here N is the buoyancy

frequency and is nothing else than natural frequency of oscillation mentioned

above. It is a local property and depends on the density stratification of the

fluid:

N(z) =

√
g

ρ(z)

dρ(z)

dz
(1.2)

Here g is the gravitational acceleration and ρ(z) is the density as a function

of depth.

Internal waves can propagate in the ocean, as it is density stratified, and are

very important for its dynamics. In the ocean internal waves get generated

by tidal flow over bottom topography, which forces the fluid to oscillate with

a vertical velocity component. The generation process, which is topic of this

thesis, is complex and depends on a lot of different factors such as topographic

shape, slope and height of the topography, the density profile and the tidal

excursion and frequency.

1.2 Thermohaline Circulation

To understand why internal waves are important for the ocean dynam-

ics let us first introduce some basic concepts. The ocean greatly influences

and is an important part of the global climate as it exchanges heat and mois-

ture with the atmosphere. The ocean is not just a passive heat reservoir as it

is highly dynamic and features local streams such as global surface streams.
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These can travel over thousands of kilometers thereby transporting heat that

can greatly influence local climates, as the Gulf stream does for the European

continent.

These warm surface currents originate from the equatorial regions where

Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic of the thermohaline circulation. Warm water
surface currents (red) transport heat to the polar regions and feed the cold deep
water currents (blue) at the deep water formation zones. The color indicates
the surface salinity. Image taken from [33].

they get heated up by strong sun radiation which also leads to an increase

in salinity due to evaporation of water. The currents are driven northward

giving away heat on their way north. Once the streams are cooled down to

the temperature of the surrounding fluid they will be denser than the fluid

layers below as their salinity is higher, therefore dropping to the bottom of the
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ocean at the so called ‘deep water formation zones’ and feeding deep water

currents. This drop is essentially a loss of potential energy for the ocean. As

the processes are driven by heat and salinity, the circulating dynamical system

is called Thermohaline circulation, of which a simplified schematic is shown in

Figure 1.1.

The relatively fast (∼ 1 ms−1) and narrow (∼ 100 km wide and ∼ 1 km deep)

warm surface currents can be measured by satellite imaging and are therefore

well quantified compared to the deep water currents. As these are much wider

than the surface currents and span a greater depth, the flow speeds are re-

duced to the order of ∼ 1mms−1, which makes the deep currents very hard

to measure. Estimates for the total flow in the circulating system are about

30 Sv (1 Sverdrup = 106m3s−1) [28]. Since the whole system is a circulating

one, the power that is lost due to a drop in potential energy at the deep wa-

ter formation zones has to be put back into the system. There has to be an

upwelling flow which is estimated to put 2.1 TW of power in the fluid [30].

Simply lifting dense fluid from the bottom to the top of the ocean can not

irreversibly raise the potential energy, as the fluid would drop again. The

upwelling flow therefore has to result in mixing of dense and light fluid.

1.3 The role of ocean mixing by internal gravity waves

It is not well understood what the source for the 2.1 TW of mixing

power is, but the majority most likely comes from wind stresses on the ocean

surface and tidal motions [40]. As mixing has to happen for every depth and
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internal waves are ubiquitous in the ocean they are a prominent candidate to be

the cause. Internal waves get generated by tidal flow over bottom topography.

The kinetic energy of the tides is thereby converted into the internal wave

field, as shown in Figure 1.2. The generated internal waves can then travel for

Figure 1.2: Simplified schematic of the remote mixing caused by internal grav-
ity waves. Kinetic energy of the tidal flow gets converted into internal waves
at the topography. The generated internal waves can travel for ∼ 1000 km
until they viscously decay or break, mixing fluid of different density ρ(z) and
thereby raising the potential energy of the system.

∼ 1000 km until they become unstable which leads to local turbulent mixing of

fluids of different heights and, as a consequence of the continuous stratification

ρ(z), different densities. Internal waves therefore extract the kinetic energy of

5



the tides and cause mixing to raise the potential energy of the system, as is

shown in Figure 1.2. We know from observations of the earth-moon and earth-

sun system [7] that a power of 3.2 TW gets dissipated in the lunar tides where

the majority (2.5 TW) comes from the semidiurnal (M2) tides with period of

12.42 hours. Another 0.5 TW are dissipated by the solar tides. In order for us

to conclude if the mixing through internal waves can explain the 2.1 TW of

the upwelling flow we need know the efficiency of conversion from tidal energy

over internal waves to potential energy of the density profile. The investigation

of the conversion rate is the topic of this thesis. However we will only focus

on internal wave generation by tidal flow over topography and will leave the

question of breaking and mixing efficiency to future research.

6



Chapter 2

Background and theory on internal wave

generation

2.1 Dispersion relation

As described above, internal waves can exist in fluids with continuously

increasing density ρ(z) as depth increases. We can write down the equations

of motion that govern the wave propagation as done in [22] but neglecting

effects due to rotation:

∂u

∂t
= − 1

ρ0

∂p

∂x
(2.1)

∂v

∂t
= − 1

ρ0

∂p

∂z
(2.2)

∂w

∂t
= − 1

ρ0

∂p

∂z
− ρg

ρ0
(2.3)

∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y
+
∂w

∂z
= 0 (2.4)

∂ρ

∂t
− ρ0N

2

g
w = 0 (2.5)

Here p is the pressure and equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are the Navier Stokes

equations describing the fluid velocities u,v and w in the x,y and z direction

respectively. Equation (2.4) is the continuity equation for an incompressible

fluid and equation (2.5) describes the change in density through vertical fluid

7



motion. All equations are in the Boussinesq limit which also changes the

previously defined expression for the buoyancy frequency to:

N(z) =

√
− g

ρ0

dρ

dz
(2.6)

From these equations we can find a single equation that describes the

vertical component of the fluid flow as:

∂2

∂t2
∇2w +N2∇2

Hw = 0 (2.7)

where

∇2
H =

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
(2.8)

is the horizontal Laplacian operator. We assume a plane wave solution

and without loss of generality assume a coordinate system that is rotated so

that the solution does not depend on the y-coordinate:

w(x, z, t) = A exp(i(kx + kz − ωt)) (2.9)

where A is the wave amplitude, ω is the wave frequency and kx and kz are the

wave numbers in the x and z directions respectively. Inserting this in equation

(2.7) yields the dispersion relation for internal wave:

ω =
kx√
k2x + k2z

N =
kx

|~k|
N (2.10)

The propagation direction of the internal wave solutions is therefore set, as we

can write this as

ω = N sin θ (2.11)
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where θ is the angle of ~k with respect to the vertical. Interestingly the wave-

length is not specified by the dispersion relation, meaning that for a given

forcing frequency ω and a given buoyancy frequency N , only the angle of

propagation is fixed. With simple trigonometry we can rewrite the dispersion

relation for internal waves as a function of an angle to one of a slope S:

±S =
ω√

N2 − ω2
(2.12)

As we investigate the generation of internal waves by tidal flow over

topography, an important parameter which characterizes the relation between

internal wave beam slope S and topographic slope α is the so called criticality

parameter:

ε =
α

S
(2.13)

2.2 Internal waves in ocean and laboratory scales

We investigate the generation of internal waves in the ocean by doing

laboratory scale simulations (see chapter 3). As the length and time scales in

these two regimes are very different, we have to discuss if our laboratory scale

results are applicable to the ocaen.

As is often done in fluid mechanics we can compare the flow patterns by

comparing dimensionless numbers which describe them. This does not capture

the full complexity of the problem as we neglect geometrical factors of ocean

bathymetry, but allows us to compare effects of the density (ρ(z)), viscosity

(ν), length (L), time (T ) and velocity (U) scales.
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Our tidal excursion A (see chapter 3) is set so that the ratio of the tidal

excursion over a typical length scale L for the the width of a topographic ridge

is of the same order for our simulations (A = 0.1 cm, L = 10 cm, A/L = 10−2)

as it is for the ocean (A ≈ 1 km, L ≈ 100 km, A/L ≈ 10−2). Another ratio

that is often considered is the ratio of topographic height h and ocean depth

H. We set up our simulations in such a way that we emulate the infinitely

deep ocean (h/H → 0) as is further explained in section 3.1.1.

Another dimensionless number that is important to is the Reynold’s number

Re =
UL

ν
(2.14)

which is a ratio of the nonlinear to viscous terms in the Navier-Stokes equations

and gives a measure for the importance of viscous effects. In our simulations

the Reynold’s number is of the order 102 whereas in the ocean it spans orders

105−108. Therefore, viscosity plays a much weaker role in oceanic flows. This

weaker viscous damping may allow for tidal motions over bottom topography

to become turbulent in the ocean, in contrast to the smooth, laminar tidal

flow in our simulations. As described in chapter 6 though, that the properties

of generated internal waves are not very sensitive to the flows in the boundary

layer. This insensitivity is further supported by the results of simulation runs

where we vary the viscosity to increase the Reynold’s number (see Figure 6.3

and its discussion).

The Reynold’s number is not sufficient to describe internal wave propagation

and generation as flows in stratified fluids are stabilized by buoyancy forces.

The density profile in the simulations as compared to the forcing frequency
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was chosen to have comparable stabilizing effects as in the ocean since the

ratio of tidal forcing and the buoyancy frequency ω/N , that can be found in

the dispersion relation, is of the same order.

We furthermore neglect effects of rotation as stated above. In three

dimensions, the Coriolis force with a frequency f = 2Ω sin Φ, where Ω is

the angular frequency of the rotating earth and Φ is the latitude, drives the

otherwise linear oscillating tidal flow to move in tidal ellipses. This probes

the ocean bottom in more than one dimension therefore making the three

dimensionality of the topography more important for internal wave generation.

As our studies are two dimensional we would be more concerned with the effect

of the Coriolis frequency f changing our dispersion relation so that the beam

slope can be written as:

S =

√
ω2 − f 2

N2 − ω2
(2.15)

We will assume that the results for the scalings and dependencies on beam

slope will still be valid, but should keep in mind that the dispersion relation

is further constrained as it can only be satisfied for f < ω < N .

2.3 Background on internal wave generation

A number of theoretical approaches have been applied to understand

internal tide production, as reviewed by [10]. The early work of Baines [1]

used the method of characteristics, which is broadly applicable yet difficult to

implement. Bell [3] applied the small slope approximation to examine internal
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tide generation in an infinitely deep ocean for small criticality parameter.

The work of Bell was extended [26, 2, 18] to examine the effects of finite-depth

and nonuniform stratification (N 6= const) for subcritical topography (ε < 1),

as solutions become singular for critical (ε = 1) or supercritical topography

(ε > 1). To circumvent the singularities, Llewellyn Smith & Young [27] uti-

lized the Green’s function approach of [38] to derive analytical expressions

for the conversion of the barotropic tide into the internal tide for the case of

knife-edge topography where ε =∞. The Green’s function approach has been

implemented to study arbitrary two-dimensional topography for a number of

distinct situations [39, 36, 32, 8]. Griffiths et al. [13], on the other hand,

applied their modal decomposition technique, which describes the flow field

using basis functions, to study internal tide generation by a continental slope

and shelf system. Zarrough et al. [41] used homogenization theory to ac-

count for nonuniform stratifications, which was shown to be more appropriate

than the WKB approximation for low vertical modes (long vertical wavelength

variations).

Internal tide generation by two-dimensional topography has been char-

acterized both experimentally [42, 35] and numerically [23, 6, 37]. The effects

of three-dimensional topography have also received computational [17, 31, 24,

44] and experimental attention [21]. Tidal flow over continental slopes has

been shown to produce resonant boundary currents [5, 43], shelf break eddies

and boundary jets [14], internal waves and boluses [12, 25], and instabilities

[11].
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2.4 Present Study

Much of this prior work focuses on characterizing the conversion of

barotropic tidal flows into internal tides for different topographies. In partic-

ular, the conversion rate has been shown to increase by a factor of 2 as the

criticality parameter increases from ε � 1 to ε → ∞ [10]. These analyses

are often hydrostatic (ω � N), however in the ocean the buoyancy frequency

varies with depth by more than two orders of magnitude [34] and becomes

comparable to or even less than the semi-diurnal tidal frequency in the deep

ocean [19] resulting in a large range of beam slopes S. Prior studies have not

focused on the potential effects of the beam slope on internal tide generation,

particularly for nonhydrostatic cases.

Here, we perform two-dimensional numerical simulations focused on de-

termining the scaling of the conversion rate with the beam slope and criticality

parameter. We span a large range of criticality parameter, 0.1 < ε < 10, and

beam slope, 0.1 < S < 20, by independently varying either the tidal frequency

ω, the buoyancy frequency N , or the topographic slope α. Our nonhydro-

static simulations examine two-dimensional tidal flow over triangular, Gaus-

sian, knife-edge, or semi-circular topography in a uniformly stratified fluid.

We characterize the conversion of the tidal flow to internal tides by measuring

the normalized power radiated to the internal wave field, while also resolving

the boundary currents.While many past studies have focused on characteriz-
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ing the scaling with ε by varying the topographic slope α, we observe that

the normalized power varies much more strongly with the internal wave beam

slope S (see Figure 4.9), which only depends upon the stratification and tidal

frequency.
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Chapter 3

Methods

The data shown in this thesis is based on numerical simulations of

internal gravity waves. The original research plan for this project included

experiments to compare to the computational results. Because of time con-

straints I was not able to include experimental work. This should be noted

since the decisions made for many parameters used in the simulations were

made with regard for applicability to experiments.

3.1 CDP

The numerical solver used for the simulations is CDP 2.4, which was

developed by Frank Ham and collaborators at the Center for Turbulence Re-

search at Stanford University [15]. It is a finite-volume based flow solver, which

uses a fractional step method for implicit time marching [29]. Using further

implicit schemes for the spatial operators [16] it achieves second order accu-

racy in time. CDP can utilize parallel processing, which allows us to run our

simulations on the powerful Lonestar cluster (see section 3.1.1). The solver is

also capable of solving unstructured grids as well as subgrid scale modeling.

We only used structured grids because they turned out to be the numerically
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more accurate. Structured grids also allowed for faster building of new grids,

as the domain could stay the same and we just had to exchange the different

topographic shapes at x = 0. Furthermore we turned off all subgrid scale mod-

eling making our configuration of CDP a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).

The grids on which CDP is solved therefore have to resolve all relevant scales,

which will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.

CDP solves the following equations for the density ρ, pressure p and velocity

υ = (u,w) in the (x, z) directions:

∂υ

∂t
+ (υ · ∇)υ = −∇ p

ρ0
− gρ

ρ0
ẑ + ν∇2υ +

F

ρ0
(3.1)

∇ · υ = 0 (3.2)

∂ρ

∂t
+ (υ · ∇)ρ = D∇2ρ (3.3)

Equations (3.1) are the Navier Stokes equations in the Boussinesq ap-

proximation. Equation (3.2) is the continuity equation for an incompress-

ible fluid and equation (3.3) the density advection-diffusion equation. Here

ẑ is the unit vector pointing upward. For all simulations (except for section

6.2 where the viscosity is varied) ρ0 = 1000 kg m−3 is the reference density,

g = 9.81 m s−2 the gravitational acceleration, ν = 1.0 × 10−6 m2 s−1 is the

kinematic viscosity and D = 2 × 10−9 m2 s−1 is the diffusion coefficient of

sodium chloride. This choice leads to a Schmidt number of ν/D = 500. The
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forcing F = −Aω2 cosωt used for all simulations is global and forces a tidal

flow with an excursion of Xtide = A cosωt. Here A = 0.1 cm is the fixed tidal

excursion parameter and ω is the tidal forcing frequency.

CDP stores all variables for defined time steps on a collocated grid, which

then can be read out and analyzed. For multiple different grids with different

topographies we do simulations varying the stratification N , tidal frequency

ω, kinematic viscosity ν and tidal excursion A. The process of submitting the

simulation run, making the grid and analyzing the results will be described in

the following.

3.1.1 CDP on Lonestar

As mentioned above CDP can be run in parallel mode. This allows

us to solve our simulations using the powerful Lonestar cluster at the Texas

Advanced Computing Center (TACC). The Lonestar cluster consists of 1888

nodes, with two 6-core processors per node, giving a total of 22656 processors.

It is configured with 44 TB of memory and 276 TB of local disk space and has

a theoretical peak computation performance of 302 TeraFLOPS (302 × 1012

floating point operations per second).

For a simulation run with one of our standard resolution grids and 2000 time

steps per period we request 84 processors for 10 hours of computation time

each. After the grid is constructed (see section 3.2) and saved in a native

format for the CDP code as ‘restart.cdp’ it is saved in a folder together with

the files necessary to run the CDP code. For a change of any parameter or if
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a different grid is used, a new folder is created. Each folder then contains all

files of the CDP code with four files namely ‘cdp if2.in’, ‘cdp if2 hooks.f90’, the

grid ‘restart.cdp’ and ‘job script’. Those four files hold the specific information

and are unique for each run.

Initializing the ‘cdp if2.in’ file

An example for a ‘cdp if2.in’ file is shown below:

# fluid properties...

FLUID.NU = 0.01

# solver controls...

DT = 0.002866376089134

NSTEPS = 120000

ADD_SCALAR Z

Z.DIFF = 0.00002

# boundary conditions...

bottom-4 = WALL

top-6 = WALL

# statistics...

STATS = U P
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RESET_STATS = .TRUE.

# output...

WRITE_STEP TECPLOT e01_00_A010 200 ALL U P Z

A line starting with # is a comment. The first line defines the kinematic

viscosity. We define our units to be cgs meaning that ‘FLUID.NU’ is initial-

ized in centipoise (cP). In the following lines ‘DT’ initializes the time step ∆t

and ‘NSTEPS’ gives the number of time steps to be computed. We choose to

have 2000 time steps/period giving us ∆t = 2π/(2000ω). By using the com-

mand ‘ADD_SCALAR Z’ and initializing ‘Z.DIFF’ as the diffusivity coefficient

of sodium chloride D = 2 × 10−9 m2 s−1 we can set and track the density

diffusion. The top and bottom boundary, which are labeled ‘bottom-4’ and

‘top-6’ when creating the grid are set to no-slip condition by using the ‘WALL’

command meaning that there is friction between the fluid and the top and bot-

tom boundary. The lines following ‘#statistics’ establish output statistics

and do not need to be changed from the default value. The ‘#output’ section

defines how the simulation results are saved. All data is saved in the form of

‘.plt’ files for defined time steps and grid points. With ‘e01_00_A010’ the

prefix name for each ‘.plt’ output file is set. The filename is defined in a way

to organize the different runs with respect to the criticality parameter, which

is set to ε = 1.00 in this case with the tidal excursion being A = 0.10 cm. The

‘200’ specifies that each 200th time step of our 2000 time steps per period will

be written on the hard drive. Our resources were limited and the amount of
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runs being submitted for the data presented in this thesis was huge with cases

for more than 16 different criticality parameters ε for each of the 6 different

topographies, not counting for convergence tests (see section 3.3) or changes

of other parameters. Therefore we needed to find a compromise between ac-

curacy and resource usage. Since we mainly investigate averaged quantities

over one period (averaged radiated power and energy density as described in

chapers 4 and 5) we found that 10 outputted time steps/period for a total of

about 20 tidal periods per run would give us a sufficient accuracy while still

staying within our given resource limits. The ‘ALL’ command tells CDP to

output the results for every grid point, not limiting the output regime to a

smaller region of interest than the whole grid. With ‘U P Z’ the information

for velocity, pressure and density are saved for each grid point.

Defining density profile and run parameters in ‘cdp if2 hooks.f90’

The grids that we used are periodic to the left and right, meaning that a fluid

particle that leaves the left side of the domain enters to the right again and

vice versa. This ensures that density and momentum are conserved while still

allowing us to apply a global tidal force moving the fluid left and right in

the periodic domain. The density profile as well as exterior forces acting on

the fluid are defined in the ‘cdp if2 hooks.f90’ file of, which excerpts will be

shown and explained below. The stratification for a buoyancy frequency of

N = 1.55 rad s−1 is initialized:

N = 1.55_WP
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domain_height = 80.0_WP

con2 = -N*N/980.0_WP

con1 = 1.00_WP-domain_height*con2

salt(ino) = con1 + con2*z

For a domain with a height of 80 cm ‘salt(ino)’ sets the density so that

it is 1.00 g cm−3 at the top and gradually increases towards the bottom.

The variable is called ‘salt’ because in experiments sodium chloride would be

used to alter the density. The variable ‘z’ is the vertical coordinate, ‘con1’

and ‘con2’ are help functions and ‘980.0_WP’ is the value for the the earth

acceleration in units of cm s−1 where ‘WP’ sets the input to machine working

precision. There are limitations the density profiles that can be used, since

for very high values of the buoyancy frequency N ≥ 6.6 rad/s our simulations

failed because the salt concentration would get too high for our grids to resolve

diffusion.

The parameters specifying the run are entered:

mountainslope = 1.00_WP

A_tidal = 0.10_WP

epsilon = 1.00_WP

omega = N/sqrt((epsilon*epsilon)/(mountainslope*mountainslope)+1)

amp = A_tidal*omega*omega
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Uamp = A_tidal*omega

By setting ‘mountainslope = 1.00_WP’ the parameter for the slope of the

mountain is matched with the tent shaped ridge used for this example. In

the following line the tidal excursion parameter A (here ‘A_tidal’) is set to

0.1 cm. After the criticality parameter ‘epsilon’ is set (here ε = 1) the tidal

forcing frequency ‘omega’, the tidal forcing amplitude ‘amp’ as well as the

tidal velocity amplitude ‘Uamp’ are calculated.

Defining external forces in ‘cdp if2 hooks.f90’

The defined variables are then used to specify the external forces on the fluid:

drho = salt(ino) - (con1 + con2*z)

bu(2,ino) = bu(2,ino) - 980.0_WP*drho*gp%no_local_volume(ino)

bu(1,ino) = bu(1,ino) + amp*cos(omega*if2%time)*gp%no_...

...local_volume(ino)

The variable ‘drho’ gives the density perturbation, or in other words the dif-

ference of the instantaneous density ‘salt(ino)’ and the background density

field ‘(con1 + con2*y)’ for each fluid particle. In the next line the vertical

interior forces on each grid point ‘bu(2,ino)’ are then reiterated to include

a buoyancy force, which is proportional to the density perturbation. This is

the restoring force, which drives internal waves. Here ‘980.0_WP’ is again
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the earth acceleration and ‘gp\%no_local_volume(ino)’ is a correction fac-

tor which accounts for the different area (volume if it were 3D) of fluid each

grid point represents. The horizontal interior forces ‘bu(1,ino)’, are then

updated to include the tidal forcing, which is a cosine function with ‘amp’

and ‘omega’ being defined above as the tidal forcing amplitude and forcing

frequency. Here ‘if2\%time’ addresses the time variable in CDP.

Rayleigh damping

With our simulation domain, 80 cm high and 800 cm wide with a 5 cm tall

ridge at the bottom center, which will be discussed in greater detail later, we

want to mimic the infinitely deep ocean. On their infinitely long travel path

the internal wave beams, being generated at the bottom topography, would

eventually completely damp out due to viscosity. In our finite domain the

beam travel path are not long enough for viscosity have the same effect and

beams would get reflected off the top and bottom boundaries eventually filling

the whole domain with a complex internal wave field. Since we want to avoid

feedback from the boundaries as well as interactions between the beams we

need to apply additional damping. We do so by adding Rayleigh damping,

which is a negative forcing term that depends linearly on the fluid velocity, to

the system. This is done by implementing the following lines of code to the

‘cdp if2 hooks.f90’ file:

if (z > 50) then
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deltaU = if2%u(1,ino) - Uamp*sin(omega*if2%time)

bu(1,ino) = bu(1,ino) - 0.1_WP*(tanh(0.24_WP*(y-65.0_WP))...

...+1.0_WP)*deltaU*gp%no_local_volume(ino)

bu(2,ino) = bu(2,ino) - 0.1_WP*(tanh(0.24_WP*(y-65.0_WP))...

...+1.0_WP)*if2%u(2,ino)*gp%no_local_volume(ino)

end if

if (x > 300) then

deltaU = if2%u(1,ino) - Uamp*sin(omega*if2%time)

bu(1,ino) = bu(1,ino) - 0.1_WP*(tanh(0.08_WP*(x-350.0_WP))...

...+1.0_WP)*deltaU*gp%no_local_volume(ino)

bu(2,ino) = bu(2,ino) - 0.1_WP*(tanh(0.08_WP*(x-350.0_WP))...

...+1.0_WP)*if2%u(2,ino)*gp%no_local_volume(ino)

end if

The ‘if’ statements imply that Rayleigh damping is performed in the re-

gions above 50 cm and for values of x > 300 cm. The damping increases the

closer we get to the top and right boundary as a hyperbolic tangent func-

tion, which is centered at x = 350 cm and z = 65 cm. Not shown here is

a damping term for x < −300 cm, which is completely axisymmetric to the

second term with respect to x = 0. We here further iterate the vertical forces

‘bu(2,ino)’ acting on a fluid particle with the Rayleigh damping term. As

defined above this is done by applying a force, which is proportional and acting

in the opposite direction as the vertical velocity ‘if2%u(2,ino)’. We further
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damp with a force that is proportional to the difference ‘deltaU’ between

the horizontal fluid velocity ‘if2%u(1,ino)’ and instantaneous tidal veloc-

ity ‘Uamp*sin(omega*if2%time)’. The amplitude ‘0.1 WP’ of the damping

term was chosen so that the beams got damped by a factor of 1000 before

reaching the left and right periodic boundary respectively. The results are not

highly sensitive to the value chosen for the amplitude within a certain range.

We tried sponges that were a factor of two stronger and weaker and got the

same results for our integrated values. However, for sponges that were an or-

der of magnitude weaker, beams would reflect off the top boundary filling the

domain with reflections leading to strong interactions between the beams and

feed back on the generation region. The same happened for sponges that were

an order of magnitude stronger, as beams would now reflect off of where the

sponge layer started.

Executing CDP

After connecting to the Lonestar cluster via Secure Shell (SSH) and uploading

the CDP files we can use the ‘make’ command. This runs Makefile, which reads

the above mentioned initialization files and creates the executable ‘cdp if2’. We

then use the job script file ‘job script’ to specify the simulation parameters and

submit the executable. The ‘job script’ file for our example run is shown below:

#!/bin/bash

#$ -V # Inherit the submission environment

#$ -cwd # Start job in submission directory
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#$ -N e1_A010_ts2000 # Job Name

#$ -j y # combine stderr & stdout into stdout

#$ -o $JOB_NAME.o$JOB_ID # Name of the output file

#$ -pe 12way 84 # Requests 12 cores/node, 84 cores total

#$ -q normal # Queue name

#$ -l h_rt=10:00:00 # Run time (hh:mm:ss) - 10 hours

#$ -M adettner@chaos.utexas.edu # Email notification address

#$ -m be # Email at Begin/End of job

set -x #{echo cmds, use "set echo" in csh}

ibrun ./cdp_if2 # Run executable

#CPUs are specified above in -n option.

Most importantly the number of processors used and run time of the simulation

are defined. For this example as well all other regular simulations we use 84

processors for 10 hours. This gives us computational results for 20-27 tidal

periods, depending on which case of topography and beam slope is calculated.

The job script also defines a name for the run and sends emails once the run

starts and ends so that the status of a simulation can be easily traced.

3.2 Grids

Designing the right grid for a specific problem is a difficult task. Higher

resolution generally results in more accurate simulations. For two dimensional

simulations increasing the resolution in each dimension by a factor k results

in an increase of computation time by a factor of k3. This is because the
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number of control areas (area of fluid that is associated with one grid point)

increases with k2 and a reduction of the time step by a factor of k is also

required since the time it takes for a fluid particle to move from one control

area to the adjacent one decreased with k as well. The cost of increasing the

resolution is a longer computation time and more required memory space for

the results. It is therefore important design grids smartly and try to not use

a higher resolution than necessary.

Different flows require different spatial and temporal resolutions to be numeri-

cally resolved in a satisfactory fashion (see convergence testing in section 3.3).

In our numerical simulations we want to resolve the boundary layer with high

and strongly spatially variant velocities close to the topography, therefore re-

quiring high spatial and temporal resolution. Furthermore we want to resolve

the far field internal wave field for wave beams that span a beam slope range

of two orders of magnitude. Shallow beams have strong spatial variance of the

velocity field in the vertical direction therefore requiring high vertical resolu-

tion. In contrast, for steep beams the resolution in the vertical could be sparse

while high horizontal resolution is required.

Our computational grids were built with Pointwise Gridgen (www.pointwise.com).

A screenshot of the program with a zoomed in view on the topography part

of the grid is shown in Figure 3.1.

The simulation domain spans −400 cm < x < 400 cm and 0 cm < z < 80 cm

with the single ridge topography being centered at x = 0 cm with the bot-

tom placed at z = 0 cm. The horizontal resolution is ∆x = 0.1 cm for
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of Pointwise Gridgen, which was used to build the
computational grids. The right window shows a zoomed in view on a small
region of the grid. The 5 cm tall tent shaped mountain can be seen at the
bottom of the grid. Green lines indicate the connections between the grid
points. The vertical resolution of ∆z = 0.008 cm for the first 2 cm above the
boundary is too high for the green connection lines to be distinguishable. The
vertical resolution then gradually decreases towards the top.

−20 cm < x < 20 cm, which spans the region of the topography, and

smoothly increases to ∆x = 4 cm at x = 350 cm. The vertical resolution is

∆z = 0.008 cm for the first 2 cm above the topography to resolve the bound-

ary layer, then monotonically increases to a constant value of ∆z = 0.15 cm

above z ≥ 30 cm. The domain has a total count of about one million (997599)

grid points. A schematic showing the domain, the position of the ridge and

the sponge layers (see discussion below) is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic (not to scale) showing the setup of the simulation do-
main. The bottom and top boundary satisfy the ‘no slip’ boundary condition.
Black dashed vertical lines left and right represent the periodic boundaries.
Simulations were performed for different topographies, the ridge shown here is
an example for a tent mountain. Numerical simulations are solved in the col-
ored area. Dashed yellow lines mark the start of the Rayleigh damped regions,
where the saturation of yellow indicates the damping strength.

3.3 Convergence testing

In order for us to claim our results and conclusions on the physics

of internal gravity wave generation valid we need to measure the quality of

our numerical simulations. We can do so by testing if a computed quantity

converges to a fixed value when we approach infinite spatial and temporal

resolution. This is called convergence testing.

We investigated convergence for one type of ridge (tent mountain with slope

α = 1) with cases for three different criticality parameters, namely ε = 0.1,

ε = 1 and ε = 10. That tested cases for the most extreme beam slopes of our

simulation runs. We looked at a velocity profiles of horizontal cross sections

at different heights for an arbitrary time (after 7.3 tidal periods) and tested

them for convergence. The grids used were our regular grid with the standard
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resolution as described above as well as two grids where the resolution in each

dimension (x,z and time) were halved and doubled respectively. An example

velocity profile for ε = 1 and a height z = 40 cm, which is eight times the height

of the mountain, is shown in Figure 3.3. The difference between the velocities

for the grid with half resolution and the regular one is much bigger than

the difference between the profiles of the regular and double resolution grid,

indicating convergent numerical results. For all different criticality parameters

ε and all different heights for the cross section the maximum difference between

the profiles for regular and double resolution grid is always smaller than 1%

of the absolute velocity value. We therefore consider our grids converged.
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Figure 3.3: Convergence test of our grid for vertical velocity at a height of
z = 40 cm. The topography used in this grid was the tent mountain with
a slope of α = 1. Our regular resolution grid (red) was tested against two
grids with the same structure but one having half (black) the resolution in
each dimension (x,z and time), the other one having the resolution doubled
(blue). The profiles converge with the maximum difference between regular
and double resolution being less than 1% of the absolute local velocity.
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3.4 Topographies

We want to not only study how different tidal flows (A,ω) and different

uniform stratifications (N = const) effect internal wave generation, but we

further want to understand how the shape of topography does so. We therefore

implement different ridges in our grids while the structure and sponges (see

above) remain the same. Most analysis is done on 5 cm tall tent shaped

ridges (see Figure 3.4) with maximum slopes α = 1/
√

3, α = 1 and α = 2 to

understand how the topographic slope changes the energy conversion to the

internal wave field. But we also vary the height and study different general

shapes namely a semi circle topography, a gaussian ridge and a knife edge.
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Figure 3.4: Three different 5 cm tall tent shaped topographies used in our
numerical simulations are shown. The linear region has a slope of α = 1/

√
3

(blue), α = 1 (black) and α = 2 (red). At the top the ridges are rounded of
with a circular cap of 0.625 cm radius while at the bottom the topography
transitions to the horizontal with a parabolic part of 0.4 cm height. This is
done to prevent edge effects, such as vortex shedding from sharp corners.
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Chapter 4

Radiated Power

4.1 Far field baroclinic energy flux

For our studies we want to quantify how much energy is converted from

the tidal motion into the internal wave field. Since the tidal flow itself also

carries energy we need to separate the internal wave power from the tidal

power. In the far field (far away from the topography) the tidal flow is only

horizontal making it a purely barotropic motion whereas the tidal flow in the

near field (close to the topography) is more complex having a baroclinic and a

barotropic part. With internal waves being of baroclinic nature it is therefore

easy to separate them from tidal flow in the far field while it is hard to do so

in the near field.

The total energy flux Φ is defined as pressure p times velocity of the fluid v

where we want to separate tidal and internal wave energy flux:

Φ = pv = ptidevtide + pIWvIW (4.1)

Where in the far field we know that

Φtide = Φbarotropic = pbarotropicvbarotropic (4.2)

and

ΦIW = Φbaroclinic = pbaroclinicvbaroclinic (4.3)
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We therefore need to know the baroclinic pressure and velocity. The values for

pressure that CDP writes in the ‘.plt’ files are the baroclinic pressure pbaroclinic

and to get the baroclinic velocity we simply need to subtract the barotropic

tidal velocity of the total fluid velocity:

vbaroclinic = v − vbarotropic = v − Utidex̂ (4.4)

with

Utide = Aω sinωt. (4.5)

The far field internal wave energy flux therefore is nothing else than the energy

flux after a change from the frame of reference of the stationary topography to

the frame of reference of a far field fluid particle moving with the tidal velocity

Utide.

Now the only energy source for internal wave generation is the topography at

the bottom which oscillates back and forth with the tidal velocity Utide. The

statement that the total energy flux in the new frame of reference equals the

energy flux of the internal waves in the old one is only true in the far field,

since in the near field we still measure energy flux of the tides. Note again

that the new frame of reference did not get rid of all barotropic motions either,

this also is only true in the far field.

Therefore we suggest that the separation with the terms ‘barotropic’ and ‘baro-

clinic’ is not a practical way of describing internal waves in the near field. Since

we are only interested in the energy flux that enters the far field, this is not

a problem. The new frame of reference tells us exactly that. It shows us the
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energy flux that will eventually turn into far field baroclinic and therefore far

field internal wave energy flux.

4.2 Cross sections and measuring the radiated power

For this thesis we are not interested in the spatial structure of the beams

but rather in the total power that gets radiated away from the topography

and is put into the far field. We therefore integrate the energy flux through

a cross section (surface, if 3D) that encapsulates the whole energy source, in

our case the topography. Because our simulations take viscosity into account

the whole fluid body becomes an energy sink. Since we want to understand

how effectively the source generates internal waves we needed to avoid viscous

damping as much as possible which would be achieved by choosing the cross

section as close to the topography as possible. On the other hand we want

to avoid near field effects in our calculation for the radiated power, making a

distant cross section a better choice. We therefore had to find a compromise

and a lot of thought and iteration went into choosing the right cross section

shape and distance. We decided on a cross section with a shape that followed

the shape of the topography at a fixed distance. For the tent shaped mountains

and the gaussian topography we chose a tent cross section, for the semi circle

we chose a semi circle with larger radius and the center matching the center

of the topography and for the knife edge we chose a rectangular cross section

that encapsulated the ridge at a constant distance.

Figure 4.1 shows a cross section for the tent mountain with slope α = 1.
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Figure 4.1: Tent shaped mountain (black, solid) for α = 1 and cross section
shape for the calculation of the radiated power (green, dashed) are shown. The
distance d from the cross section to the mountain can be varied to investigate
the power decay with distance shown in Figure 4.2.

With a fixed shape we can now vary the distance of the cross section to the

topography and measure the radiated power as a function of distance. For the

tent with slope α = 1 and beam slope of S = 1 this is shown in Figure 4.2.

For the critical case which is shown here, we find that there is an initial

rapid decay of about 20 % within 1 cm away from the topography. This decay

happens on a length scale that is equal to the boundary layer thickness and

therefore suggests that near field boundary layer effects cause the rapid loss of

power. The width of the initial drop region does not change for different beam

slopes or different topographic slopes. The amount of power lost is, within

20 %, the highest for critical beams shown in the example. The more sub-

(ε < 1) or supercritical (ε > 1) we go the less pronounced the drop off is,
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Figure 4.2: Decay of radiated power for tent shaped mountain with slope α = 1
with distance. Plotted is the power P that goes through each tent shaped cross
section normalized over the maximum power Pmax = P (d = 0) right at the
topography. Initial rapid decay happens due to near field boundary layer
effects, the following weak decay is caused by viscous damping of the beams.
To compare the conversion rates for different topographies and for different
beam slopes, we choose a fixed distance of d = 1 cm (green dashed arrow),
right after the rapid drop off, to measure the radiated power.

eventually going to zero. Since the width remains unchanged, as stated above

we can choose a fixed distance for our cross sections of d = 1 cm so that we

can now compare the radiated power for different topographies and different

beam slopes at that distance.
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4.3 Normalized power - Tidal intensity

We want to understand the scaling of the conversion rate with every

parameter that can be varied. To understand the physics behind the gener-

ation problem, picking a random parameter and varying it might not be the

best approach. If we for example change the tidal forcing frequency ω we will

not only change the tidal velocity and with that the the power that is put into

the internal waves but we will also change the slope of the beam and therefore

the whole geometrical relation between topographic shape and beam slope.

Changing the tidal frequency therefore changes the physics of the generation

for multiple reasons and a simple plot of power vs. tidal frequency will not

reveal the important physics and won’t immediately lead to a better under-

standing of the generation of internal waves.

A cleaner approach to tackle the problem was to find a normalization for the

power that would make the normalized power only depend on the geometric

relation between topography and the internal wave beams . For one type of

topography this means that we have to find a normalization that makes the

power only dependent on the beam slope. The beam slope S = ω/
√
N2 − ω2

depends on the tidal forcing frequency ω and the buoyancy frequency N . By

investigating the radiated power for pairs of N and ω that result in the same

beam slope we found that the radiated power P was proportional to ω3 and

there was no dependence on N . Furthermore we found by the same method

that the power increased with the square of the tidal excursion A, P ∝ A2.

Combining these results we can see that A as well as ω are associated with
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and fully describe the tidal motion. After analysis of dimensions we find that

if we multiply the factors with a density we get units of a flux or an intensity.

This intensity can be interpreted as the tidal intensity Itide = ρ0A
2ω3.

This result makes sense since increasing Itide will always increase the power

that is put into the internal wave field even if the effectiveness of conversion

for the geometric setup of topography and internal wave field does not change.

The validity of the normalization with Itide is shown in Figure 4.3 where we

can see that the normalized power for a single topography (tent shape with

slope α = 1) only depends on the beam slope. In other words this means,

that the normalized power does not specifically depend on the tidal forcing

frequency ω nor the buoyancy frequency but only on the beam slope S(ω,N)

which is a function of the named quantities. This conclusion is true for all

topographies that were tested.
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Figure 4.3: Normalization of radiated power with the tidal intensity Itide is
validated. For a fixed topography, here tent shaped with slope α = 1, the
buoyancy frequency N (orange) and the tidal forcing frequency ω (black) are
varied. The normalized power does not depend on N or ω if the beam slope S
is fixed, therefore making it only depend on the geometrical relation between
internal wave beams and topography.
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4.4 Power scaling with beam slope (1/S)

Now that we found the correct normalization we can focus on how the

power scales with the geometrical dependences of beam slope and topography

and see if those scalings are independent. In Figure 4.4 the normalized power

for three different tent shaped ridges of slopes α = 1/
√

3, α = 1 and α = 2 is

plotted over the inverse of the beam slope 1/S. For every mountain the power

monotonically increases as the beam slope decreases. Our data ranges over

two orders of magnitude in beam slope and we can see that the normalized

power also increases over two orders of magnitude in that range. The normal-

ized power therefore has a strong scaling with beam slope. Plotting the data

on a log-log scale we find that for the regimes of steep (1/S � 1) and shallow

(1/S � 1) beam slopes the data for all three topographies asymptotically ap-

proaches a scaling with 1/S.

We can see that there is a transition region in between the asymptotic regimes

which depends on the topography, as the transition is at different beam slopes

for different mountains. We find that the transition happens where the beam

slope matches the topographic slope S = α or in other words where the criti-

cality parameter ε = α/S = 1 is unity.

From our computational results we can conclude that the radiated power scales

with the tidal intensity Itide, is proportional to the inverse of the internal wave

beam slope 1/S and has a remaining scaling that depends on the topography:

P ∝ Itide
1

S
× topographic dependence (4.6)
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Figure 4.4: Normalized power for three different tent shaped topographies of
slope α = 1/

√
3 (blue), α = 1 (black) and α = 2 (red). The beam slope S for

this data is varied over two orders of magnitude resulting in an increase of also
over two orders of magnitude in normalized power from the steepest to the
shallowest beam slope. In the regime of steep (1/S � 1) as well as shallow
(1/S � 1) beam slopes the normalized power asymptotically approaches a
scaling with 1/S. There is a further scaling of the power which depends on
the topographic slope, as the transition between the two asymptotic regimes
occurs where the beam slope matches the three different topographic slopes.
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4.5 Extension of hydrostatic theory

We can compare our numerical results to theory. There are two ana-

lytical expressions we want to compare to. Those are derived from linear and

inviscid theory in the hydrostatic regime. The hydrostatic approximation is

only applicable if the forcing frequency ω is much smaller than the buoyancy

frequency N which assumes a pressure field that does not change in time. In

theoretical approaches (see [27, 9]) the hydrostatic approximation is used to

reduce the expression
√
N2 − ω2 → N2.

The theories we will compare to describe the conversion rate for a specific to-

pography, which are the expression of Bell [4] for shallow topography (ε→ 0)

and the expression of Llewellyn Smith & Young [27] for an infinitely steep

topography (ε→∞), also called a knife edge.

The expression that Llewellyn Smith & Young found for the radiated power

of a ridge in a finite ocean is:

P =
1

4
πρ0h

2U2
tideN

√
1− (f/ω)2M(h/H) (4.7)

Here h is the height of the topography. His calculations were done for a

system of finite depth H that was including rotation with a Coriolis frequency

f = 2Ω sin Φ where Ω is the angular frequency of the rotating earth and Φ is

the latitude. The function M(h/H) therefore includes the effects of a finite

ocean. To compare these results to our simulation data where we neglect

rotation (f = 0) and emulate the infinitely deep ocean (M(h/H) → 1). The

radiated power for Llewellyn Smith & Young’s expression with Utide = A2ω2
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can be written as:

P =
1

4
πρ0h

2A2ω2N (4.8)

This is the original expression coming from a hydrostatic theory. The hy-

drostatic limit is only valid when ω � N , which in our case is only true for

very shallow internal wave beams S � 1. Since we investigate beam slopes

of S = 10 we are clearly in the nonhydrostatic regime and expect deviations

from the hydrostatic behavior.

To account for that in the theoretical expressions we can do an extension from

the hydrostatic to the nonhydrostatic regime by inserting N →
√
N2 − ω2:

P =
1

4
πρ0h

2A2ω2N → P =
1

4
πρ0h

2A2ω2
√
N2 − ω2 (4.9)

We can use the identities for tidal intensity Itide = ρ0A
2ω3 and beam slope

S = ω/
√
N2 − ω2 to further rewrite:

P =
1

4
πρ0h

2A2ω2
√
N2 − ω2 · ω

ω
(4.10)

⇒ P =
1

4
πρ0h

2Itide
1

S
(4.11)

This expression for the nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith & Young’s

result will be labeled PLSY . In comparison, Bell’s result for shallow topography

predicts half the radiated power and could be extended in the same way. We

can therefore write:

PLSY =
1

4
πρ0h

2Itide
1

S
for (ε→∞) (4.12)

PBell =
1

2
PLSY for (ε→ 0) (4.13)
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These expressions show the same scaling (P ∝ Itide1/S) that we found to de-

scribe our numerical results as shown in section 4.4. We can now compare

the original hydrostatic theories and the new extended nonhydrostatic expres-

sions for these two extreme topographies with our data for the tent shaped

mountains, which is done in Figure 4.5 where h = 5 cm is chosen to be the

same height as the ridges in our simulations. We can see that the data is

not described well by the original hydrostatic theories. For high beam slopes

that was expected but we can see that even for a beam slope of S = 1 the

agreement is not good and only for the shallowest beam slopes of S ≈ 10 they

start to agree.

The nonhydrostatic theories however show excellent agreement with our data.

We can see that the data is limited by both theories. For all mountains the data

asymptotically approaches Llewellyn Smith & Young’s expression for shallow

beam slopes. This makes sense since lowering the beam slope for fixed topo-

graphic slope increases the criticality parameter ε = α/S, which can also be

interpreted as the topographic slope becoming steeper compared to the beam

slope. For high beam slopes S →∞ or for fixed topographic shape ε→ 0 the

data approaches the nonhydrostatic extension of Bell’s theory. The agreement

of the theories over two orders of magnitude is very good. We can see as de-

scribed above already, that the data for the three different topographies scales

differently in regions where the beam slope matches the topographic slope

(ε = 1), here the data transitions from the asymptotic regime for shallow

beam slopes to high beam slopes which both scale with 1/S.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the data shown in Figure 4.4 with the original hy-
drostatic analytical expressions (dotted) of Bell (green) and Llewellyn Smith
& Young (magenta) and the nonhydrostatic extensions (dashed) of their theo-
ries for a mountain height h = 5 cm. We can see an overall poor agreement of
the original theories with our data, which was expected only for steep beam
slopes (1/S � 1). The nonhydrostatic extended theories show agreement with
our data as cases for steep beam slopes (1/S � 1) approach the expression
for Bell’s theoretical result and shallow beam slope cases (1/S � 1) asymp-
tote towards Llewellyn Smith & Young’s extended expression. As the theories
were derived for special topographies (ε → 0 and ε → ∞), the results for our
tent topographies don’t agree with the theories at ε = 1 but show a transition
between the two asymptotic regimes.
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4.6 Power scaling with the criticality parameter ε

We already stated above, that there is a further scaling that depends

on the topography. In section 4.5 we saw that the theories for the two extreme

cases of shallow and infinitely steep topography differ only by a factor of

two. For the data of our tent shaped mountains with different slopes we

saw a transition from Bell’s to Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory where the

criticality parameter ε = 1 is unity for each topography. We assume that the

topographic scaling can be captured as a function of ε. We test that by now

normalizing our data by the radiated power PLSY , coming from the theory for

infinitely steep topography. If we plot P/PLSY over ε, as done in Figure 4.6, we

can see that the data for the three tents collapses. We will call this a scaling

f(ε) where the function describes the behavior for a certain topographic shape

(here tent shaped mountain). We can see more clearly now, what we saw in

Figure 4.5 already, that for small ε, when the beam slope is steep compared

to topographic slope, our data approaches the nonhydrostatic extension of

Bell’s theory while for shallow beam slopes the data asymptotes towards the

nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory. There is a

clear transition between these regimes at ε = 1. Note that critical topography

(ε = 1) does not show any resonant behavior as will be further discussed in

section 6.1.

The transition for the three curves looks different. The radiated power for

the steepest mountain is stronger than for the shallower ones in the transition

region. The shallower mountains also show a local minimum for the scaling
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Figure 4.6: Radiated power for the three tent shaped ridges with slopes α =
1/
√

3 (blue), α = 1 (black) and α = 2 (red) normalized by the power predicted
by the nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory. The
data collapses to show a general behavior. The agreement of the curves is good,
suggesting that most of the scaling for the tent shaped topography is captured
as a function of the criticality parameter f(ε). Data shows a transition at
ε = 1 where the beam slope matches the topographic slope. Limitation by the
nonhydrostatic theoretical predictions can be seen more clearly and we note
that the scaling with ε being varied over two orders of magnitude only changes
the normalized power by a factor of two.

function f(ε) at ε ≈ 0.8. This suggests that the scaling ε does not completely

capture the effects of topographic shape on the radiated power. We will discuss

that further in section 4.7).

Furthermore we have to note, that the data does not asymptote towards the
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two theoretical expressions (dashed lines). For large ε we see a drop of about

9 % for the steepest mountain. We investigated the reason for that drop but

we could not find that it was caused by relevant physics. The best explanation

would be finite size effects like feedback or a resonance with the simulation

domain or the sponge layer.

For small ε we also see that the nonhydrostatic extension of Bell’s theory is

not a limit to the data, since we see a drop below P/PLSY = 0.5. Apart from

finite size effects as mention above this could be caused by the beams being so

steep that the interaction between them become non-negligible. Some theories

[9] even predict that the scaling with beam slope (S), which can’t be seen in

this plot due to normalization, is not a pure scaling with 1/S but something

more complicated which would lead to a further drop of the radiated power

for steep beam slopes. In previous computational work a drop below Bell’s

theory had also already been observed [18].
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4.7 Power dependence on topographic shape

To understand how the radiated power depends on the general shape

of the topography we did simulation runs for a Gaussian shaped ridge with

maximum slope of α = 1, a semi circle, a knife edge. The scaling P ∝ Itide1/S

could be observed for all types of topography so that we can immediately look

at the scaling f(ε) shown in Figure 4.7 to understand the shape dependence.

We can not define a criticality parameter for the knife edge and neither for

the semi circle since their maximum topographic slopes are infinity. Therefore

in Figure 4.7 we plot P/PLSY over 1/S. We can see that the data for the

Gaussian ridge (orange) is very similar to the data for the tent (black). This

is an encouraging result since the two shapes are different but the the radiated

power seems insensitive in that range of shape variation, therefore making our

results for the scalings applicable to a broader range of topographic shapes.

The nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith & Young’s result is still an

upper limit for our data. Interesting to see is that, as the theory was developed

for a knife edge, our knife edge data (blue) should follow the dashed magenta

curve for the theory. But just like every other topography it shows a drop for

steep beam slopes. This suggests that, as mentioned before, the scaling with

beam slope is not a pure 1/S scaling, but rather a beam slope dependence,

that drops for steep beam slopes. This again might be due to beam-beam

interactions since the steep internal wave beams get generated close to each

other and have a large contact area.

This explanation is supported by the fact that the radiated power for the semi
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ε
Figure 4.7: Radiated power normalized by the nonhydrostatic extension of
Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory for a tent shaped mountain of slope α = 1
(black circles), a Gaussian ridge of maximum slope α = 1 (orange diamonds),
a knife edge (blue squares) and a semi circle (red triangles) topography plotted
over the inverse beam slope 1/S. Again the theories correspond to limits for
the numerical results. Data for Gaussian topography is very close to the one
for the tent. Semi circle and knife edge show no strong transition region but
rather a steady drop of the power for steep beam slopes. For all the various
topographic shapes the scaling over the full range of two orders of magnitude
in beam slope only changes the normalized power by a factor of two.

circle is higher than for the knife edge. The knife edge is believed to produce

the highest values for the radiated power but since it is so thin the beams

get generated very close to each other leading to a strong interaction between

them. For the semi circle there is a bigger separation distance between the

beams which could explain why the data drops off more slowly.
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These conclusions also further support that the drop off below Bell’s result

for the tent shape topography has an explanation in real physics rather than

finite size effects of our simulation domain.
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4.8 Power scaling - Summary

We investigated the effects of tidal forcing, stratification and shape

and slope of topography on the radiated power. Figure 4.8 shows the strength

of the energy flux in the propagation direction of the internal wave beams

to the right side of the ridge for two different topographic slopes but the

same criticality parameter ε and therefore different beam slopes. It shows the

importance of the scaling of the radiated power with beam slope. We found

in our data that the radiated power scaled with P ∝ Itide1/S and find the

same scaling in the nonhydrostatic extension of Bell’s and Llewellyn Smith &

Young’s theory. We compared our data to the these extended theories and

found excellent agreement with the two analytical expressions being lower and

upper limits to the results of our numerical simulations. Our data spanned

over two orders of magnitude in beam slope resulting also in an increase of

the normalized power P/Itide over two orders of magnitude. The scaling for

the remaining topographic dependence only changed the power by a factor

of two in that same range of simulated beam slopes. A comparison of both

scalings is shown in Figure 4.9. This change by a factor of two could not only

be seen for the tent shaped ridges but also for a Gaussian, a knife edge and

a semi circle topography (as seen in Figure 4.7). All data asymptotes to the

nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theoretical result for

shallow beam slopes. A transition to an asymptotic regime to Bell’s result

could be seen at ε = 1 for the Gaussian and tent ridges. All data dropped for

very steep beams indicating that there is a remaining, more complex scaling
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Figure 4.8: Normalized energy flux in internal wave group velocity direction
for two different simulation runs. Shown is a small region of interest including
the right side of the axisymmetric topography. Both figures represent cases for
the same value of criticality parameter ε = 2. The top figure has a topographic
slope of α = 2 and therefore a beam slope of S = 1. The bottom figure with
the shallower mountain α = 1/

√
(3) has a much stronger energy flux field,

which shows the importance of the scaling with beam slope for the radiated
power.

than 1/S with beam slope for steep internal wave beams which might be due

to interactions between the generated beams.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the scalings for the radiated power with beam slope
S (left) and criticality parameter ε (right). For our data which spanned over
two orders of magnitude in beam slope, and with that criticality parameter,
the radiated power increased over two orders of magnitude for the scaling with
S while it only changed by a factor of two for the scaling with ε.
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Chapter 5

Kinetic energy density in the boundary layer

As stated earlier already internal waves cause remote mixing through

breaking far away from the topography. But also close to the topography

internal waves can cause local mixing through the generation of strong bound-

ary currents that can become unstable. These boundary currents are not only

believed to cause mixing but also to shape the topography [5] by transport-

ing sediments away from the regions of highest drag. A quantity of interest

therefore is the kinetic energy density in the boundary layer. Since our simu-

lation grids have a high resolution in the boundary layer we resolve the strong

boundary currents.

In previous work it had been found that strong resonant boundary currents

[43] form when the beam slope matches the topographic slope meaning that

ε = 1. An example for kinetic energy density fields for the same topography

but different beam slopes and therefore different criticality parameters ε = 1

and ε = 2 is shown in Figure 5.1. We can see a high kinetic energy density in

the boundary layer for the critical case (ε = 1), while the supercritical scenario

shows very weak boundary currents. In the following sections we quantify the

strength of these boundary currents and discuss the results.
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Figure 5.1: Kinetic energy density field averaged over one tidal period nor-
malized by the average kinetic energy density in the tidal flow. The top figure
where the internal wave beams are critical (ε = 1) shows strong boundary
currents, while the supercritical case (ε = 2) in the bottom figure shows very
weak kinetic energy density in the boundary layer.
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5.1 Kinetic energy density profiles

To find a measure for the average kinetic energy density in the bound-

ary layer, we first have to define how thick the boundary layer is. We define

the thickness of the boundary layer using the results of our numerical sim-

ulations. Figure 5.2 shows kinetic energy density as a function of distance

perpendicular to the linear region of the tent topography with α = 1. The

shown data is averaged in time and space over one tidal period and in the

along slope direction over the whole region of the linear part. We further nor-

malize the data by the time averaged kinetic energy density of the tidal flow

< Etide >=
∫ 2π/ω

0
ρ0(Vtide sinωt)2dt = 0.5ρ0V

2
tide. In the profiles shown, for the

sub- and critical scenario we can see a global maximum close to the topogra-

phy which caused by the generated boundary currents. It is the highest for

critical internal wave beams . The supercritical beams produce a maximum

far away from the topography which is not related to boundary effects but

rather the shallow beams crossing our region of interest. Since the position

of the maximum for all subcritical and the near critical cases did not change

and the thickness also remained constant we conclude that the boundary cur-

rents have the same width for all our simulation runs. We therefore choose a

fixed distance of 1 cm away from the topography to define it as the end of the

boundary layer.
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Figure 5.2: Kinetic energy density profile for the tent shaped topography of
slope α = 1. Kinetic density is averaged over one tidal period and in the along
slope direction of the linear part of the topography. It is then normalized
by the average kinetic energy density in the tidal flow and plotted over the
distance perpendicular to the topographic slope. The profiles shown are for a
subcritical case of ε = 0.4, critical beams (ε = 1) and a supercritical case of
ε = 4.

5.2 Resonant boundary currents

With the boundary layer thickness being defined as 1 cm we can now

calculate the average kinetic energy density in the boundary layer over the

whole linear part of the tent shaped topography. This allows us to quantita-

tively compare the average kinetic energy density for all different criticality

parameters. For the tent shaped topography of slope α = 1 this is shown in

Figure 5.3. We can confirm the resonance of the boundary currents at critical-

ity (ε = 1) that had been found in previous experiments [43]. Interesting to see
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Figure 5.3: Spatially and time averaged kinetic energy density of the boundary
layer normalized by the average kinetic energy density of the tidal flow for the
tent shaped topography with slope α = 1. We can see a clear resonance at
ε = 1 where the internal wave beams are critical. In the steep beam limit
(ε→ 0) we see that the data approaches a value close to unity whereas in the
shallow beam limit (ε→∞) the data asymptotes towards zero.

is that the averaged and normalized kinetic energy density approaches a value

close to unity for steep beams (ε→ 0). This is because the steeper the beams

get, the less the boundary layer is effected by them and boundary currents

are more and more dominated by the tidal flow. Since we normalize by the

average kinetic energy of the tides the normalized value will approach unity.

The reason the normalized kinetic energy is not exactly 1 but slightly less is

that right at the topography the fluid velocity has to be zero to satisfy the ‘no

slip’ boundary condition, which reduces the value for the spatial average.
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For shallow internal wave beams (ε → ∞) the normalized kinetic energy

asymptotes towards zero, meaning that there is no kinetic energy in the bound-

ary layer above the linear part of the topography. This means that the fluid

close to this region of the topography does not move, not even with the tides.

To explain that, it is helpful to look at the bottom figure of Figure 5.1. We can

see that the shallow, supercritical beams originate from the tip of the moun-

tain and propagate upward and downward. The downward propagating beam

gets reflected off the bottom and thereby encapsulates the linear part of the

topography. We can see that the kinetic energy in the region which is enclosed

between topography and beam shows little kinetic energy density. This means

that the shallow beam effectively blocks off tidal motion from that region.

The behavior shown in Figure 5.3 is qualitatively the same for the other to-

pographies (not shown). It should also be noted that choosing a different

thickness for the boundary layer does not qualitatively change the resonant

behavior but changes the peak value of the normalized kinetic energy density.
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Chapter 6

Energy density in boundary layer vs. radiated

power

So far we independently discussed the effects of tidal flow and topog-

raphy on the far field radiated power of the internal waves and the kinetic

energy density in the near field boundary layer. We can now compare these

two quantities to see if there are correlations between them and to investigate

how the near and far field influence each other.

6.1 Comparison of boundary layer with radiated far
field power

We saw in section 4.4 that the power monotonically increases for de-

creasing internal wave beam slope. In section 5.2 we saw that the kinetic energy

was not highest for shallow beams, but had a global maximum at ε = 1, where

the beam slope matches the topographic slope. Figure 6.1 shows a comparison

of the kinetic energy density field and the energy flux field for critical internal

wave beams as well as a supercritical case. We can see that both quantities

have a very different behavior and scale very differently. To quantitatively

compare the normalized kinetic energy density and and the normalized radi-

ated power we again pick the example of the tent shaped topography with
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Figure 6.1: Normalized kinetic energy density field (left) and normalized en-
ergy flux (right) in group velocity direction for critical (top) and supercriti-
cal (bottom) internal wave beams for the tent shaped topography with slope
α = 1. While the critical case shows strong boundary currents and a weak
energy flux, the supercritical case shows weak boundary currents and strong
far field radiation.

slope α = 1. The scalings of both quantities are plotted as a function of the

criticality parameter in Figure 6.2. While the averaged and normalized kinetic

energy density has a clear global maximum due to resonant boundary currents

at criticality (ε = 1), the radiated power, as we saw earlier, monotonically

increases with the inverse beam slope 1/S, therefore showing no global max-

imum. There is a transition for the radiated power at criticality which may
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of normalized kinetic energy density (red, linear) with
radiated power (black, logarithmic) plotted over the criticality parameter (ε)
for the tent shaped topography of slope α = 1. Both quantities show very
different behavior, as the kinetic energy has a maximum at ε = 1 while the
radiated power monotonically increases with increasing criticality parameter
showing no resonant behavior. The radiated power shows a transition at crit-
icality but scales with ε for the sub- and supercritical regime.

not be connected directly to boundary layer effects, since going from sub- to

supercritical also allows four instead of just two beams to be generated. This

is a geometrical and rather trivial effect that also might explain the factor of

two difference between Bell’s and Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory.

6.2 Effects of viscosity

In order for our results to be applicable to the ocean, which is the ulti-

mate goal, we need to find out if the radiated power and kinetic energy density
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would scale the same way for different flows. The flows in our simulations have

a typical Reynold’s number of Re = vL/ν ≈ 50 where v is a typical velocity,

in our case the tidal velocity vtide ≈ 0.1 cm/s, L is a typical length scale, here

the mountain height h = 5 cm and ν is the kinematic viscosity, which is the

viscosity of water νwater = 0.01 cm2/s for our simulations. For the ocean with

much bigger length scales and tidal velocities the Reynold’s number increases

drastically. In stratified fluids the Reynold’s number is not the only deciding

factor since a lot of fluid motions can be suppressed or stabilized by buoyancy

forces. But it is still viable to test the effects of different flow regimes. We

therefore vary the viscosity for our simulations. In Figure 6.3 we compare the

effects on kinetic energy density and radiated power for three different viscosi-

ties (ν = 0.3νwater, ν = νwater, and ν = 3νwater) and three different criticality

parameters (ε = 0.6, ε = 1 and ε = 4) for the tent shaped topography of slope

α = 1. We find that the kinetic energy density changes with varied viscosity.

As expected for the smaller viscosity the resonant energy density in the bound-

ary layer rises and is diminished for higher viscosity. The increase is about

25 % and the decrease roughly 30 %. For ε = 0.6 however, the increase and

decrease are much weaker and since one can assume that, independent of the

viscosity, the kinetic energy density would asymptote towards the averaged

kinetic energy density of the tidal flow. For the large criticality parameter

ε = 4 we can see that also independently of the viscosity the kinetic energy

asymptotes to zero, further indicating that the blocking of the tidal flow by

the downward propagating internal wave, as discussed above, is the correct
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Figure 6.3: Data for kinetic energy density (diamonds) and radiated power
(circles) from Figure 6.2 with added data for simulations with different vis-
cosity. We can see that for the smaller viscosity of ν = 0.3νwater (blue) the
kinetic energy density increases by ≈ 25% and decreases for the higher vis-
cosity of ν = 3νwater (magenta) by ≈ 30%. There is also a parallel but much
smaller increase and decrease for the radiated power of ≤ 5% with respect to
the viscosity of water νwater.

explanation for the decrease at large criticality parameters.

Interesting to see is that the radiated power shows the same trends, as it

increases with decreasing viscosity and decreases for higher viscosities. The

amount of change is only ≈ 2% for criticality parameters ε = 0.6 and ε = 0.6.

A larger change of ≈ 5% is seen at criticality but this is still small compared

to the change in kinetic energy density.

We can conclude that a change in viscosity changes the properties of the bound-

ary layer as would have been expected, whereas the radiated flux is only weakly
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effected. This is encouraging since it allows us to extrapolate our results to

different Reynold’s number regimes and therefore makes the scalings we found

for the radiated power applicable to the ocean.

6.3 Effects of tidal excursion and topography height

For all the data shown so far we fixed the tidal excursion parameter

A = 0.1 cm and the height of our topographic ridges. It was mentioned before

that we tested the scaling of the radiated power and kinetic energy density

with the tidal intensity Itide = ρ0A
2ω3 and the tidal kinetic energy density

< Etide >∝ A2. We found that both quantities scaled with A2 therefore

proving our normalizations right. However this only holds true as long as our

boundary currents show laminar flow behavior. If we would drastically increase

the tidal excursion so that we got instabilities in the boundary layer, the

scalings with the tidal excursion A would look different. We did not test these

flow regimes and therefore can not make any quantitative predictions. Based

on the insensitivity of the radiated power on the behavior of the boundary

currents we can suspect, that the radiated power would not be as drastically

effected by instabilities as the kinetic energy density would be.

We also numerically investigated the effects of an increase of the topographic

height on the radiated power (not shown). We tested a tent shaped ridge with

a topographic slope α = 1 for three different heights h = 5/3 cm, h = 5 cm

and h = 15 cm. After normalizing the data by the nonhydrostatic extension of

Llewellyn Smith & Young’s result we compared the scalings with the criticality
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parameter f(ε) for the different ridges. For subcritical cases (ε� 1) the data

for all mountain heights approached the extension of Bell’s theory as seen in

Figure 4.6 for h = 5 cm. For supercritical beams (ε � 1) the power for all

mountains approached the extension for Llewellyn Smith & Young’s theory

within 10% of the theoretical value. There was a difference in the scaling with

f(ε) since the transition from one theory to the other at ε = 1 was sharper

for the higher mountain and shallower for the smaller mountain. The analysis

was not thorough since we used the data only to confirm that the scalings

we saw were not special for h = 5 cm. More detailed research on the height

dependence is left to future studies. Since the f(ε) were so similar for all

heights we still find that the scaling for the normalized power with the beam

slope S is much stronger than the scaling with criticality parameter ε as, for

every mountain height, this still only changes the power by a factor of two.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Present study

In our study we numerically investigated the generation of internal

waves at bottom topography. We not only varied different topographic shapes,

slopes α and heights h but gave attention to the change in conversion rate of

tidal energy to internal wave power for different stratifications N(ρ(z)) and

tidal flows with different frequencies ω and excursions A.

We found that the radiated power in our simulation data was approximately

proportional to the tidal intensity Itide = ρ0A
2ω3, independently of the topo-

graphic shape (Figure 4.3). We then normalized the total radiated power by

the tidal intensity thereby finding that the normalized power now was only

dependent on the geometrical relation between the dimensionless parameters

topographic slope and internal wave beam slope S (Figure 4.4). This allowed

us to conclude that there is a general scaling for the radiated power with the

inverse of the beam slope (P ∝ Itide1/S) . For our data which spanned over two

orders of magnitude in beam slope, the normalized radiated power increased

also over two orders of magnitude going from the steepest to the shallowest

beam.

Comparing the results for the scaling with the linear, inviscid and hydro-
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static theories of Bell for shallow topography Llewellyn Smith & Young for an

infinitely steep knife edge showed poor agreement. We could however extend

their theories to the nonhydrostatic regime and found excellent agreement with

our numerical results. Doing so it was possible to rewrite the nonhydrostatic

expressions and identify the same scaling (P ∝ Itide1/S) in our nonhydrostatic

extension of the theory that we found in our simulations before.

Since the radiated power depends also on the shape of topography we could

normalize our results by the nonhydrostatic extension of Llewellyn Smith &

Young’s theory and found that for small criticality parameters ε→ 0 our data

approached the extension of Bell’s result PBell = 1
8
πρ0h

2Itide
1
S

. For criticality

parameters ε→∞ our data asympoteted towards the extension of the theory

for infinitely steep topography PLSY = 1
4
πρ0h

2Itide
1
S

. The theories therefore

predict a change in radiated power by a factor of two for most extreme cases

of topography. The factor of two difference between shallow and steep topog-

raphy might have a trivial explanation in that, due to geometrical restrictions,

subcritical topography allows only two upward propagating beams to be gen-

erated, while four beams can propagate away from supercritical topography.

As our data matches the theory and shows no local maximum in between the

two asymptotic regimes we find that the scaling with topography is very weak

(factor of two) compared to the scaling with beam slope (two orders of mag-

nitude), in the tested regime of beam slopes (Figure 4.9).

This result might have impact on global estimates of total tidal conversion

rate, since it proposes that the most important quantity to know is the local
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beam slope and not the topographic slope.

Since our simulation resolved the boundary layer we were able to compare the

generation of near field boundary currents with the far field radiated power.

We confirmed the results of previous research, in that we found a resonance of

the the kinetic energy density of the boundary currents at criticality (ε = 1)

whereas the radiated power showed no resonance but only a transition at the

same criticality parameter. An investigation of the effects of viscosity further

suggested that there is only a weak relation between the boundary layer and

the internal wave far field, which is an encouraging conclusion as it allows us

to apply the results of our research to larger scale systems such as the ocean.

7.2 Future work

The long term goal of our research is to understand the process of mix-

ing in the ocean by internal gravity waves. Therefore it is not only necessary to

understand the generation but also the breaking and turbulent mixing caused

by internal waves. Here we only quantified the total energy available in the

beams, but only a small fraction of that will actually cause mixing, as the rest

will be dissipated. In order for us to make predictions on that we need to have

more detailed information on the structure of the beams, such as wavelength

and beam width.

Further effort has to be made in investigating the applicability of our results

beyond the limitations of our model. This includes understanding the effects of

nonuniform stratification (N(z) 6= const), which causes the beam slope to vary
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over the height of the topography. As the radiated power is proportional to

the beam slope in uniform stratification, in nonuniform stratification it would

be necessary to find an expression for an effective generation beam slope.

Our results also only hold true for a single ridge. The scalings would change

for an array of ridges where the beams and boundary currents would interact.

We also did not consider effects of surface roughness, which could be viewed as

an extreme case for an array of ridges. This raises the more general question

on what lengthscale a topography has to vary to produce a significant change

in conversion rate for a given tidal flow.

In addition to that, our simulations were two dimensional and we know that

internal wave generation changes in a non trivial way for three dimensions

[20]. For multiple ridges and three dimensions knowing the bathymetry might

actually be more crucial than in two dimensions for a single ridge, where we

found that the beam slope is the most relevant quantity to know. Nevertheless

our research might be an important step towards a general understanding of

internal gravity wave generation.
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